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Commentary on the arrest of the white supremicist militia member who murdered two
Black Lives Matter protesters and injured a third in Kenosha, and law enforcement’s
apparent lax response before and after he shot his victims.

      

  

MILWAUKEE, WI - As a white and gay man, I am struggling like many of you to figure out what I
can best do to support our African American friends and neighbors in this horrific moment. I did
not make a new statement yesterday because I am trying, as many of you are, to gather my
thoughts and listen to the people of color leaders within Citizen Action, my network, and in the
media.

  

In the eloquent statements and actions of so many Black Americans, from Marquette alum  Doc
Rivers
, the professional sports 
strike begun
by our own Milwaukee Bucks, 
Jacob Blake’s parents
, scholars such as
Princeton’s Eddie Glaude
, and so many across the land, they are pleading for all of us to do more. If we are not Black
Americans we can never fully understand the depths of their feelings, but we can listen with an
open heart and act on their moral appeals.
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https://www.eastbaytimes.com/2020/08/26/jacob-blake-shooting-weighing-on-clippers-mavericks-and-others-in-nba-bubble/
https://www.eastbaytimes.com/2020/08/26/jacob-blake-shooting-weighing-on-clippers-mavericks-and-others-in-nba-bubble/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/08/26/sport/milwaukee-bucks-boycott-playoff-game/index.html
https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/2020/08/25/report-jacob-blake-paralyzed-waste-down/5631308002/
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=803125297124740
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I believe that each and every person with love in their hearts must look into their souls anddecide what they can do to immediately interrupt and begin to unwind systemic racism. If we arebeing honest with ourselves, most of us, myself included, are not doing enough. Merelysympathizing or signalling that you are on the right side is inadequate. Merely voting for thebetter candidates is not enough. The scary thing is that despite the progress against overt JimCrow racism since the 1960s, we seem to be reliving the same pattern of events which led to itsreimposition by other means. The depressing pattern is all too familiar:        -    A Black man is assaulted with deadly official force in a situation that no reasonable personbelieves a white man would have been, a pattern that is over 400 years old.            -    Community members and allies rise up using the most sacred American right of free speech todemand justice and immediate action to end the structural racism which devalues anddehumanizes all African Americans.            -    When there is not a timely and satisfactory response from official authorities (timeliness isdefined by the harmed community, not others), and property destruction takes place, attention isshifted to property damage and white fears, and away from the true victims of on-goingdehumanization and oppression, and the act of official violence that perpetrated the chain ofevents.            -    

Often evidence emerges that members of law enforcement took a lax approach to white peoplecommitting violence. In Kenosha, in shocking contrast to the immediate use of deadly forceagainst Jacob Blake, there is  compelling evidence  that law enforcement allowed right wingmilitia to roam the streets, interacted with the white nationalist who murdered two Black Livesprotesters, including the murder before he committed his crimes, and let him fleethe scene even as onlookers pointed him out, and he walked towards a police vehicle with hishands up. There is also evidence of somewhite community leaders enabling the entrance of right-wing vigilantes with apparent impunity.            -    The politicians that use strategic racism to advance themselves turn attention away from thetrue victims, and toward the destruction of property, using dog whistle racist appeals such as“looters,” “thugs,” and “rioters” seeking to tarnish the entire largely peaceful liberationmovement. They turn attention away from the true victims of racism, and the official violencewhich sparked the protests in the first place, and to white fears and the traditional racistprivileging of property over human life. The  evidence is overwhelming  that a super majority ofthe violence now and for the past 30 years comes from far right-wing extremists like the manwho murdered two peaceful protesters, but you would never know it listening to the media andour elected officials. The lie that the threat of violence comes from liberation movements andBlack and brown people is perpetrated by self-interested politicians, their elite backers, andabetted by media of all kinds.            -    Politicians who sympathize with the Black community and count on it for their electionsempathize with the victims, their communities, and the liberation movement, but out of fear orpolitical calculation also start to focus attention on property and further militarize the situation inways that intimidate and endanger the directly impacted community and peaceful protesters.They counsel patience and obedience to process, and offer half measures that do not evenbegin to get at the fundamental reasons Black life is so devalued in a country we call the land ofthe free.      Taking real and appropriate action is hard in real time, it is only easy from the safety of history. Itis too painless now to signal support for Black Americans today by identifying with liberationmovements and their heroic leaders of the past. But the truth is that the bloody march over theEdmund Pettus Bridge or the 6th Street Viaduct, the  Mason-Dixon line of Milwaukee  in the1960s, would not have been necessary if all people of conscience had stepped forward to makethe hard and costly decisions required of them. Martin Luther King made an eloquent statementon this theme in his justly famous Letter from the Birmingham Jail.  The ugly truth is that the people just like us in the past did not act because there were costs.Elected leaders could lose votes, organizational leaders could risk their positions, corporateleaders fear a lose of customers or standing with their peers, and average people worry aboutoffending friends, neighbors, and family members, or losing privileges. It is cost free to standwith MLK and John Lewis now, it is not so to really and truly stand with Blacks Lives Matter.  While empathy and individual efforts to increase racial consciousness are useful enterprises, amuch deeper and more challenging level of commitment is called for by the leaders of modernBlack liberation. In fact, far too many corporations and elected officials are embracing oppositionto structural racism and giving symbolic support to Black Lives Matter and yet at the same timedraining these terms of their actual content, as if saying the words or putting them on a sign or awebsite is enough. The same has been done to Martin Luther King, who fought and died for trueeconomic equality, not merely the technical right to vote or a mythical “colorblind” society thathas never existed. For the real MLK, people with vastly unequal economic means could neverhave the power to be truly free. One of the reasons white people are not slaughtered onsuburban streets by their own police is both race and the economic power they have to fightback.  The most compelling African American thought leaders I have read on the subject, MichelleAlexander’s penetratingly eloquent The New Jim Crow  and Ibram X. Kendi’s brilliant pair ofbooks Stamped from the Beginningand How to Be an Antiracist, call for every moral person to use their power to disrupt and unwind structural racism. ForKendi, you can’t meet his definition of antiracist without both recognizing the deep racism in oursociety and in each of us, and taking effective action to replace racist structures. For him thedefining mark of antracism is effective deeds, not words or personal reflection. A perfectexample of this is the professional athletes who have gone beyond words to withdraw their laboruntil meaningful action is taken. They have used their power to disrupt the system and create acrisis of conscience. The same is called for from all those with substantial power such as ourpolitical leaders, corporate leaders, and at a lesser level of power nonprofit leaders such asmyself and every person with love in their hearts for all humanity.  There are some immediate policy actions in our Monday statement , but consider these more ofa rough draft than all that needs to be done to create a true antiracist America.  Chart Graph: Almost All Organized Violence is from Right-Wing Groups

  

(Source, Center for Strategic and International Studies, https://www.csis.org/analysis/escalatin
g-terrorism-problem-united-states )
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